
 
 
 

 
Changing a trans person’s name and gender marker 

 
A trans person can change their name and gender marker at their GP 
practice just by requesting it. They do not need to have been to a 
Gender Identity Clinic, taken any hormones, undergone any surgery, or 
have a Gender Recognition Certificate. 
 
The law in the UK regarding names is actually very unusual, stating that 
anyone can call themselves by any first name without any 
documentation at all – as long as they are known by it, it is a legal name! 
This means that though some places like to see a copy of someone’s 
deed poll, it is not required that someone show a deed poll to be known 
by a different first name under UK law. 
 
According to the PDS NHAIS Interaction Procedures Guide, the steps 
for changing a patient’s name, title and gender marker are as follows. 
 
Steps to change a registered patient’s gender marker: 
 

1. The GP practice should update the patient’s PDS records with the 
new details 

2. The NHAIS Agency is notified of the change of details and informs 
NBO using form NBO ID102 to request that a new NHS number for 
the patient is allocated for the patient 

3. The NHAIS Agency then accepts this and allocates the patient a 
new NHS number in their new details  

 
Steps to register a new patient in their new details: 
 

1. Patient advises GP practice that they wish to change their name 
and gender marker 

2. The practice informs the NHAIS Agency that this is the case and 
registers the patient in their new details with no NHS number 

3. The NHAIS Agency accepts the transaction and allocates the 
patient a new NHS number 

4. The NHAIS Agency completes form NBO ID101 and sends to 
HSCIC.NBOteam4@nhs.net to notify the NBO of the new number 
allocated 
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5. The NBO invalidates the PDS record in the old details and sends a 
request to the NHAIS Agency using a form advising them to cancel 
this registration O/R and advise the GP to accept the deduction 

 
Any queries or concerns flagged during this process can be directed by 
the GP practice to HSCIC.NBOteam4@nhs.net  
 
Some GP Practices have noted that the Health Authority asks to see a 
copy of a deed poll or similar identification when these steps are taken, 
which is in contradiction to the Health Authority’s own policy and 
guidence. If this happens you can point them towards their own policy, 
as outlined in the PDS NHAIS Interaction Procedures Guide and explain 
that this policy is supported by the Gender Recognition Act 2004, or 
alternatively you can forward them on to the Pride in Practice 
Coordinator at LGBT Foundation on 0345 3 30 30 30 for clarification. 
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